BEEKMANTOWN CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT

EXTENDED LEARNING TIME
GRANT PROGRAMS 2018-19
BULLETIN OF TUESDAY, MARCH 05, 2019
TO BCSD COLLEAGUES WHO PROVIDE, SUPPORT AND/OR LEAD OUR ELT PROGRAMS

BOLSTERING HOME & CAREERS COURSEWORK VIA ELT

Our Home & Career Skills course, taught by faculty member Ms. Finley, is part of the 7th grade
curriculum. This class focuses on helping students gain a range of life skills. The class revolves around
four units in which communication, collaboration, and problem‐solving are interwoven. The action
snapshots, featured above and on the pages ahead, were captured last month.
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Partnering to Help Learn and Apply Skills
Students are paired up and they share use of a sewing machine (pictured above). The students in the
photo were starting the unit’s final project of making a pillowcase.
Overall, the goal of that unit was to let students become familiar with a sewing machine and perform
basic tasks. ELT monies had been used to purchase sewing machines. Enabling such a purchase of
instructional items is one example of how ELT monies help Beekmantown School District’s teachers
and Principals bolster the school district’s pathways of curriculum, learning and instruction for the
students we serve.
Using Digital Resources as Ready Reference
The photo above illustrates how students paired up and collaborated: One student used the sewing
machine at that moment in time, while the other student used her District‐assigned Chromebook to
access digital resources constructed expressly with this pillowcase project in mind. How so?
Each project had been videoed, step by step, and uploaded into Google Classroom, so that students
could view the steps as many times as they needed, as they went about sewing the pillowcase. By the
time the unit was finished, the students had adequate confidence to use a sewing machine to
perform simple clothing repairs. Many of the students completed several sewing projects that they
decided to use for themselves or use as gifts for others.
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This set of snapshots,
captured last month
at a 7th grade Home &
Careers course,
certainly illustrates
the active
engagement that is
one feature of this
middle school course
of study.
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PROMOTING ENGAGEMENT
These students, above and to the
right, appeared to be on‐task and
valuing the experience!
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TWO BONUS SNAPSHOTS OF 7TH GRADE HOME & CAREERS STUDENTS AT WORK

These first five pages of
today’s ELT News
Bulletin focus on one of
our middle school’s
courses. Other examples
of our bolstered
curriculum are featured
in the pages ahead!
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EXPANDING OUR TECHNOLOGY CURRICULUM AT THE HIGH SCHOOL
Technology Teacher Mr. Horn is expanding the Technology Department’s curriculum at
Beekmantown High School. Courses now include design and drawing for production that features
Computer Aided Drafting (CAD) lab experiences plus 3‐D printing and/or laser engraving that results
in objects such as laser‐cut and/or 3‐D printed key chains, ornaments, phone stands and bridges.
Other updated high school electives feature product design, manufacturing systems, materials
processing, construction systems and residential construction. ELT grant monies are a catalyst for
procuring the specialized furniture, materials, supplies and tools essential to support the expanding
range of high school electives at Beekmantown Central School District.

TECHNOLOGY COURSEWORK SLATED FOR A FEATURE STORY SPRING 2019
Pictured above is Technology Teacher Mr. Horn, last month, assessing student achievement and
progress with an electrical power lab session. Note his use – and his students’ use – of safety glasses
during technology course lab sessions. That’s one of his many technology lab protocols.
Additional snapshots and updates regarding Technology coursework will be featured in an upcoming
edition of ELT News Bulletin.
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AGRICULTURAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP – AN ENGINE FOR LEARNING!

TAKING IT APART & RE-BUILDING IT: PART OF AGRICULTURAL MECHANICS
The high school’s agricultural entrepreneurship department, featuring faculty member Ms. Krohn
(pictured above left, assessing student progress with a small engine disassembly project) is becoming
a feature element of the high school’s growing array of elective courses of study.
This course, Agricultural Mechanics, was the cover story of the November 13, 2018 edition of ELT
News Bulletin. Back then, students were engaged with the learning the basics of welding. Last month,
the class section pictured above was in the midst of disassembling and rebuilding small gasoline‐
powered engines.
A basic understanding and skill set associated with small engine maintenance and repair is not only
very useful at home or in the agricultural sector, it’s an advantageous skill set in many other career
pathways and/or public service. And ELT grant monies helped launch this elective course and others.
Additional snapshots of students actively engaged with agricultural entrepreneurship department
courses and activities will be featured later this semester in ELT News Bulletin.
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TEAM ASCENT: PROJECT BASED LEARNING
Themes that span across a whole semester or an entire school year are one aspect of project based
learning at Beekmantown Middle School. One example: Team Ascent, comprised of 7th grade
students and its cadre of teachers. As a part of the year‐long community service theme, a Day of
Service and Remembrance took place on September 11th. Team Ascent invited a panel of community
members to come in and speak to students about what it means to serve the community and how
they help others.
Participating adult community members included firefighters, emergency medical technicians, a
Plattsburgh City Councilwoman and representatives of the State Police, Sheriff’s Department, Red
Cross and United Way. North Country Honor Flight Director Barry Finnegan plus Pauline Stone
participated as well, and brought along veterans.
After a panel presentation and discussion, Barry Finnegan led all participating in a short ceremony.
One highlight of the event was the opportunity for students to meet with and speak with the
veterans. Team Ascent hopes to engage in a spring 2019 follow‐up project with North Country Honor
Flight. One heartwarming byproduct of this year‐long theme of community service is the growing
roster of students who have elected to perform their own acts of community service and report such
service at Team Ascent meetings.

LOCAL VETERAN AND BEEKMANTOWN GRADUATE SCOTT AUBIN WAS SPECIAL GUEST
Mid‐February 2019 featured a Team Ascent viewing of a film based on a real‐life veteran and that
veteran’s service animal.
That experience was made even more memorable for Team Ascent students because the featured
special guest during that film showing was a local veteran, Scott Aubin, and his service dog, Dash.
Scott Aubin and Dash had first met with Team Ascent earlier this school year. Mr. Aubin is pictured on
the left, with Dash to the immediate right, and Team Ascent faculty member Mr. Duffany at the far
right, re‐introducing Mr. Aubin and Dash to Team Ascent at the start of the event.
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PROJECT-BASED, MULTI-DISCIPLINARY APPROACH TO LEARNING
Team Ascent’s project‐based
engagement across the content
areas features multi‐disciplinary
units of instruction and learning.
Featured on this page are
snapshots of Team Ascent
students engaged last week with
Team Ascent faculty member Ms.
Hamilton, who is co‐leading the
current unit of instruction with
Team Ascent faculty member Mr.
Duffany.
Additional snapshots of such
project‐based multi‐disciplinary
student work will be featured
later this semester in ELT News
Bulletin.
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PHOTOS FEATURE OUR P-12 INSTRUCTIONAL PATHWAYS
It’s evident at both campuses that Principals and faculty members are sustaining BCSD efforts to bolster the
curriculum we plan and the curriculum we deliver. That curriculum, more and more, features active student
engagement with the skills associated with problem solving, seeking evidence, analyzing of evidence, creating
projects, plus working collaboratively with others to accomplish the task at hand. The snapshots featured
throughout this edition of ELT News Bulletin illustrate that.
Bolstering our school district’s P‐12 instructional pathways helps
to help meet the school board’s instructional goals.
Those goals include having all students be college and/or career
ready, so our graduates can successfully meet the challenges of
an economically competitive, technologically advanced and
culturally diverse 21st Century.
And yes, from the pictures captured last month during ELT‐
related visits featured throughout this edition of ELT News
Bulletin, there’s lots of goal‐focused work underway this winter!

Let’s Feature You or a colleague!
What ELT-funded program or activity do you suggest be pictured or
spotlighted within a spring season ELT News Bulletin? Please offer your
suggestions to A. Paul Scott at scott.apaul@bcsdk12.org or leave a phone
message at the ELT office in the administrative annex, 518-324-3599.
Thank you!
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